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Abstract: Many cloud services are relying on distributed key-value stores such as ZooKeeper, Cas-
sandra, HBase, etc. However, distributed key-value stores are notoriously difficult to design and
implement without any mistakes. Because data consistency is the contract for clients that defines what
the correct values to read are for a given history of operations under a specific consistency model,
consistency violations can confuse client applications by showing invalid values. As a result, serious
consequences such as data loss, data corruption, and unexpected behavior of client applications
can occur. Software bugs are one of main reasons why consistency violations may occur. Formal
verification techniques may be used to make designs correct and minimize the risks of having bugs
in the implementation. However, formal verification is not a panacea due to limitations such as
the cost of verification, inability to verify existing implementations, and human errors involved.
Implementation-level model checking has been heavily explored by researchers for the past decades
to formally verify whether the underlying implementation of distributed systems have bugs or not.
Nevertheless, previous proposals are limited because their invariant checking is not versatile enough
to check for the wide spectrum of consistency models, from eventual consistency to strong consistency.
In this work, consistency oracles are employed for consistency invariant checking that can be used by
implementation-level model checkers to formally verify data consistency model implementations of
distributed key-value stores. To integrate consistency oracles with implementation-level distributed
system model checkers, the partial-order information obtained via API is leveraged to avoid the
exhaustive search during consistency invariant checking. Our evaluation results show that, by using
the proposed method for consistency invariant checking, our prototype model checker, VConMC, can
detect consistency violations caused by several real-world software bugs in a well-known distributed
key-value store, ZooKeeper.

Keywords: cloud service; distributed key-value store; model checking; software testing;
data consistency

1. Introduction

Cloud services are becoming more and more popular these days. Among various cloud
services, cloud storage services are one of the most predominant ones, as data generated
by prolific smart devices have been increasing at an unprecedented pace. Cloud storage
services are often built on top of distributed key-value stores, e.g., ZooKeeper, MongoDB,
Cassandra, and HBase [1–4]. Distributed key-value stores are essentially distributed
systems, which are known to be notoriously difficult to implement without software bugs.
Indeed, there are many bugs in real-world open-source distributed systems as reported by
developers and researchers [5]. The reason why distributed systems are hard to execute
correctly is due to the difficulty of correctly reasoning about concurrent events involved in
complex distributed protocols. Additionally, distributed systems must be able to gracefully
handle various scenarios of unexpected failures. For instance, leader election protocols
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are one of the key components of distributed systems. Once elected, leaders are expected
to coordinate the order of distributed events to guarantee the consistency of replicas. In
addition, leader election and coordination mechanisms must work flawlessly, even in the
presence of unforeseeable failures. Any mistake made in the relevant code may introduce a
fork in the history of data, which can possibly lead to data corruption or data loss.

Among concurrency bugs in distributed key-value stores, software bugs causing the
violation of data consistency models, so-called consistency bugs, are critical ones that
may confuse client applications to make incorrect decisions [5,6]. When consistency bugs
manifest, the violation of data consistency models (hereafter, ‘consistency model’ and ‘data
consistency model’ are interchangeably used) occurs. Imagine a social network application
where Alice and Bob post messages to exchange their opinions back and forth to make
some decision. This setting is widely known to be a good application scenario to use causal
consistency [7]. If some consistency bugs occurred and updates made by Alice and Bob
were unintentionally re-ordered, the causality among messages of Alice and Bob might not
be kept. Now, the third person, say Carol, who supposes those messages to be displayed in
the order that keeps the causal order, may unexpectedly read their messages in the incorrect
order and misunderstand the decision made earlier between Alice and Bob. If a similar
problem occurs in safety-critical scenarios like traffic control systems where autonomous
vehicles exchange their messages about the current positions, velocity, acceleration, etc.,
then very serious catastrophic failures can happen. Therefore, it is very important to find
such consistency bugs in distributed systems before they manifest.

Nevertheless, finding consistency bugs in distributed key-value stores is still an open
problem that previous proposals have not yet fully addressed. Finding bugs in distributed
systems has been explored by many researchers using various approaches to more ef-
fectively test corner cases of systems-under-test (SUTs). However, previous works have
not studied how to detect violations of consistency models well when they actually oc-
cur. One line of previous works either leverages random testing approaches like fuzzing
methods [8–13]. However, fuzzing cannot systematically explore the state space of SUTs;
therefore, it may miss some bugs. Although advancement of formal methods may be
used to develop formally verified bug-free distributed systems, it still has several limits,
such that it takes a lot of time and effort for non-researchers, cannot be directly applied to
existing implementations, and a formally verified design does not always imply a correct
implementation [14–16]. On the other hand, implementation-level model checking can
systematically enumerate the state space of SUTs [17–26] unlike fuzzing and can directly
verify the implementation of distributed systems without the limitations of formal method
approaches. However, model checking tends to focus on finding general types of concur-
rency bugs in distributed key-value stores. Thus, it lacks an effective generic invariant
checker that can detect the violation of a diverse consistency model.

We propose integrating flexible and interactive consistency oracles with implementation-
level model checkers to enhance model-checking approaches with the new capability of
detecting violations for various consistency models. We designed and implemented a
prototype implementation-level model checker, VConMC (VConMC stands for Verification
of Consistency using Model Checker), to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
idea. It is an implementation-level model checker equipped with the consistency-specific
invariant checker based on consistency oracles [27]. Consistency oracles can tell us what
the valid values to read are for the given history of operations (i.e., reads and writes) with
respect to consistency models.

The major challenge is to find out how to prepare the inputs for the consistency
oracles. Consistency oracles require the history of operations that honor the actual order
of operations. From the client perspective, without knowing information associated with
the system’s internal mechanisms for ordering like clocks, it is very difficult to find out the
ordering information of concurrent operations. It is especially challenging if there were
concurrent failures during request handling because it affects the timing when operations
are actually applied. Instrumenting the source code may help to gain useful insights in the
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order of operations, but it requires heavy engineering effort, and the code instrumentation
itself may not be sustainable when the source code gets updated. Previous works offering
consistency invariant checking, including Jepsen [8], tend to employ exhaustive searches by
exploring all possible interleaving of concurrent events. Although the exhaustive approach
for consistency invariant checking may work for a small number of concurrent requests
and failures, its application to the realistic deployment scenario often faces with the state
explosion problem as the scale of the testing environment increases. With this, the state
explosion problem inherently embedded in the implementation-level model checking easily
becomes more severe.

The key observation is that there exists the partial-order exposing API, which enables
consistency invariant checking without the exhaustive search through every possible
interleaving of concurrent events. Although such an API is not mandatory for key-value
stores, it is desirable component that can be easily extended by developers because it can
enable consistency invariant checking without making state explosion problems more
severe. By exposing the partial-order information to clients, SUTs may reveal a hint of
the order of operations. Therefore, we can construct the history of operations, even in
the presence of failures during the request handling, only by inspecting the request and
response via the API layer of SUTs. With the history of operations and the given consistency
models, consistency oracles answer the query requests by providing the collection of valid
values that can be read. Then, comparing the answer from the consistency oracles and
the actual values read from the SUTs allows us to determine whether there has been any
violation of consistency guarantees or not.

To validate the proposed methodology, the prototype tool VConMC is applied to
ZooKeeper and demonstrates that the proposed methodology allows us to correctly detect
consistency violations. Initially, VConMC uses the systematic and exhaustive state space
enumeration of its model checking component to manifest bugs causing consistency vio-
lations. Then, when bugs are successfully reproduced, VConMC’s consistency invariant
checking component which is built on top of consistency oracles can detect violations.
As a result, the proposed methodology could effectively reproduce 3 real-world software
bugs in ZooKeeper and detect violations without being suffered from exploring various
interleaving of client requests.

Contributions

The main contribution in this work is the novel implementation-level model checker
integrated with consistency invariant checking based on consistency oracles. There has
been no bug finding tool that utilizes systematic and exhaustive state space exploration
along with a consistency invariant checker specifically designed for detecting violations of
various consistency models while mitigating the state explosion problem during invariant
checking. The key enabler is making the observation that there is some client API that
offers enough hints on the internal ordering of concurrent operations. Previous tools could
not avoid extra heavy engineering effort or additional computation costs because those
tools could not leverage the hints on the internal partial-order information exposed by
a client API. This work introduces the novel methodology of integrating the invariant
checker and the model checker by extensively leveraging such an API and demonstrates
its effectiveness.

In short, this work makes the following specific contributions:

1. Making the key observation that there is a client API exposing internal partial-order
information;

2. Building the consistency invariant checker by leveraging the aforementioned client
API and consistency oracles;

3. Integrating an implementation-level model checker with the consistency invariant
checker above;

4. Demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed methodology by applying it to find
real-world consistency bugs in a well-known distributed key-value store.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides background informa-
tion about consistency models. Subsequently, in Section 3, the prototype implementation-
level model checker VConMC and consistency oracles are discussed. Then, the proposed
methodology for consistency invariant checking follows. More specifically, we elaborate
the major challenge involved in consistency invariant checking that does not know any
ordering information and the novel methodology of constructing the history of opera-
tion using the partial-order information exposed via API through the example case study
with ZooKeeper. After that, Section 4 shows the evaluation results demonstrating the
effectiveness of VConMC followed by relevant discussion. In Section 5, related works are
summarized. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Consistency Models

Various consistency models have different characteristics suitable for specific appli-
cation scenarios in terms of data consistency, availability, and latency [28,29]. Terry et al.
compiled a selection of consistency models that are supported by many distributed key-
value store systems in the context of cloud computing [30]. As this work focuses on
distributed key-value store systems for cloud storage services, the aforementioned selection
of consistency models is used in this work as a reference. However, it is also possible to
extend our proposed methodology to other consistency models. For example, there are
consistency models clarified by Higham et al. [31].

Applications relying on the data freshness prefer the strong consistency model to be
high availability or short latency. On the other hand, e-commerce applications can tolerate
some inconsistent data such as missing items in the shopping cart as customers can easily
find and fix this problem when they proceed to purchase. Those e-commerce applications
prefer servicing more customers with the least service disruption and with short latency.
To meet the needs of the former type of application, which prefers the strictness of data
consistency over high availability or short latency, distributed key-value stores employ
strong consistency, where concurrent operations are handled as if they are processed by a
single logical server. Meanwhile, for the latter type of applications, which favors the high
availability or short latency over the strictness of data consistency, the weak consistency
models such as eventual consistency have gained large attention from both the industry and
academia for the last decades. Moreover, there are various intermediate-level consistency
models that are between strong consistency and eventual consistency.

Various consistency models define their own ordering rules of concurrent operations
and the timing constraints when previous operations must become visible for subsequent
operations. Under strong consistency, distributed key-value stores should provide an
illusion that all operations are handled by a single server node. In order to accomplish
this, distributed key-value stores order every operation sequentially as there is a total order
among all operations, which implies that every client should see the coherent unique global
history of operations. Also, each operation must become visible as soon as it is applied.
That is, once the write operation is applied on a replica of distributed key-value stores,
every subsequent read operation applied afterwards should see the effect of the last write
operation. Such a strong consistency guarantee is also known as linearizability [32], which
is the most natural consistency model to reason about for client application developers.
For instance, under such a strong consistency model, it is obvious to see which value a
client should have read via its read operation given the global history of operations applied
previously: it would be the latest write made to the key requested by the read operation.

The strong consistency model sacrifices availability or latency at the cost of offering
strict data consistency. One way to implement the strong consistency model is by using a
two-phase commit protocol that coordinates concurrent operations [33]. The two-phase
commit protocol requires additional network and processing delays to ensure all nodes
agree on the same update to records. Another way to implement the strong consistency
model is by having each client request access to the majority of nodes for writes and reads.
Because at least one node is accessed for every write and read, there is at least one node that
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has the latest version of records. Therefore, the networking and processing delays involved
are much greater compared with those of the single server’s case. In addition, if a network
partition occurs for some replicas, the cluster may become unavailable for clients, which can
only connect to those partitioned server nodes. Thus, clients on the side of the partitioned
server nodes must either wait until the network partition is recovered so that the majority
of servers become reachable again or retry with different server nodes in the hope of being
the one on the majority side. Thus, it is unavoidable that the strong consistency model is
the worst choice for applications preferring high availability or short latency.

On the other hand, the eventual consistency model is the weakest form of consistency
models, which only guarantees the liveness property [34]. The definition of the eventual
consistency model is that, as long as there is no newer write performed, all replicas are
eventually going to converge. Thus, the eventual consistency does not restrict operations
to keep the rules for the ordering and timing of operations. For example, suppose one
client sequentially issued write operations X and Y. Clients may read Y first and read X
next, while other clients read X first and then read Y. Unlike the strong consistency model
implementation, the eventual consistency model allows each operation to be applied on
each server independently without going through the coordination of server nodes using
consensus protocols. Therefore, there is no longer additional networking and processing
delays involved in processing concurrent operations. Failures do not interrupt operation
handling for clients on the partitioned side when the network partition occurs. Thus,
under the eventual consistency model, clients can take advantage of high availability or
short latency at the cost of giving up strict data consistency.

Moreover, there are various consistency guarantees that are considered to be in the
middle of the strong consistency and eventual consistency with respect to the strictness
of data consistency. For example, there are several session guarantees such as monotonic
reads, consistent prefix, bounded staleness, read-my-write, etc. Each session guarantee
has a specific ordering and timing constraint to be met within a session between a client
and a distributed system. Monotonic reads guarantee that each read operation within
the same session will see a write that is at least as new as the one seen by the last read.
Consistent prefix ensures that the prefix of the write sequences within the same session is
maintained to be coherent for each read operation. Bounded staleness guarantees that read
operations will be able to see the write operations that are no older than the given time
bound allows. Read-my-write assures that each read operation sees write operations as
recent as the one that the same client issued for the last time within the same session. These
intermediate-level consistency guarantees may be used separately or combined to compose
a unique consistency model to meet each application scenario.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Problem Statement

Finding consistency bugs require the proposed solution to solve a few challenging
issues. First, bugs need to be reliably manifested, which means state space exploration of
the system-under-test should be reliable enough to drive the system to reach a target state
without observing any significantly non-deterministic behaviors. Second, missing corner
cases should be avoided by systematically and exhaustively enumerating possible states
of the given system-under-test. Third, when a bug is reproduced, it is essential to detect
its consequences using dedicated invariant checkers. More specifically, consistency bugs
cause the violation of consistency models, which may be varied from systems to systems.
Consistency invariant checkers must adapt flexibly and should be easily extensible. Fourth,
consistency invariant checking itself should not contribute to making the state explosion
problem of model checking worse. Model checking today already suffers from the huge
number of states to explore. Employing consistency invariant checking methodology that
adds up the complication cannot be considered as a desirable solution that can be used
with model checkers.
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Therefore, the proper solution to find consistency bugs must fulfill the
following requirements:

1. It must be able to reliably explore state space of the system-under-test;
2. It must be able to systematically and exhaustively explore the state space;
3. It must be able to check for various consistency models;
4. It must be able to mitigate state explosion problem during invariant checking.

The proposed solution can solve the aforementioned problems by satisfying the re-
quirements above by combining each subsystem that can solve each issue in a novel way.
First, adding a hook carefully into the system-under-test allows it to tightly control non-
deterministic behaviors as much as possible. Second, utilizing the stateless state space search
technique allows it to support systematic and exhaustive state enumeration. Third, leverag-
ing consistency oracles allows it to flexibly check for various consistency models. Fourth,
using internally used ordering information exposed via a client API helps in inferring the
order of operations to be used along with the consistency oracles to perform consistency
invariant checking without needing to explore all interleaving of concurrent operations.

More specifically, the first two requirements are fulfilled by the controlled environment
component described in Section 3.3 and the model-checking server’s state space exploration
component presented in Section 3.4, respectively. The third requirement is satisfied by
using the consistency oracles component elaborated in Section 3.5 and, finally, meeting
the fourth requirement is carried out by the model-checking server’s invariant checker
component discussed in Section 3.6.

3.2. Architecture Overview

Figure 1 shows the architecture of VConMC, our prototype implementation-level
model checker that is specially designed to verify the consistency model implementation of
the given distributed key-value store. The given distributed key-value store should run in
a controlled environment in a way that concurrent events are executed in a deterministic
fashion as orchestrated by the model checker. While the model checker is exploring the state
space of the given distributed systems, it systematically explores each path starting from
an initial state and ending at one of the leaf states. At the end of every path exploration,
the execution results of the clients’ read and write requests are verified by checking whether
any violation has occurred with respect to the given consistency models using consistency
oracles. The check for consistency violation involves the membership test of each read
operation to see if the value seen by the read operation is in the set of valid values returned
by consistency oracles.

Consistency model checkers should essentially consist of 3 key components: (1) an
SUT, which is a distributed key-value store system wrapped by an instrumentation layer
to be integrated into the controlled environment for deterministic state space exploration;
(2) a model-checking server actually orchestrating the state space exploration of the given
SUT and conducting the invariant checks; and (3) a consistency oracle accepting the global
history of operations and producing the set of all valid values to read as an answer to a
query from the invariant checker module within the model-checking server. In this section,
we describe each component of VConMC in more detail.
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Controlled EnvironmentModel Checking Server

Consistency Oracles

CPSC MR BS ECRM

System-Under-Test

State Space Exploration

Client Manager

Invariant Checker

U

Figure 1. VConMC architecture. VConMC is an implementation-level model checker using consis-
tency oracles as the basis of consistency invariant checking. The model-checking server is composed
of three major components such as the state space exploration module, client manager module, and
invariant checker module. System-under-test is instrumented to work with the model-checking
server within a controlled environment for the verification purpose. Consistency oracles contain
several reference consistency modules to produce the set of valid values to read for the given history
of operations. The client manager module provides requests and responses sent to and received from
the system-under-test for the invariant checker module to interact with consistency oracles during
consistency invariant checking.

3.3. Controlled Environment

As a prerequisite, we need to wrap the SUT with an instrumentation layer to tightly
control concurrent events and environmental events so that the SUT closely follows the
direction of the model checker. Distributed systems heavily utilize concurrency supports
of the underlying systems for more efficient performance and higher availability. Such
concurrency yields a significant number of concurrent events that can occur with no specific
order. In addition, various environmental events such as the stochastic load on the host
systems as well as the unexpectedly occurring system crashes or network partition failures
can also contribute to the non-deterministic behavior of SUT. Only after suppressing the
non-deterministic behavior of the SUT can model checkers tightly control the order of
events to systematically drive the SUT into each state.

Implementation-level model checkers usually solve this issue in two ways. First,
the code of SUT is instrumented in a way that any non-deterministic event about to
occur is interposed by the model checker, and the actual execution of it is blocked until
the model checker allows it to pass. Instrumentation usually inserts a hook before the
line of codes where the non-deterministic event is executed by adding a hook before a
non-deterministic event executes; a thread attempting to execute that event traps into
the model-checking server and waits for the right timing to fire the interposed event. In
this work, instrumentation was performed manually. Adding the hook via automated
instrumentation is left as future work. When applying VConMC to ZooKeeper, it took about
a couple of weeks to add the necessary hooks through the manual instrumentation process
by one person who has moderate knowledge about the system-under-test. Second, the well-
defined interface can serve as the interposition layer. For instance, the library wrapping
the system calls can be the layer for model checkers to interpose non-deterministic events.
Each invocation of system calls is blocked and waits for the model checker to allow it to
execute. Hence, the model checker can control the order of system call execution without
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modifying the target SUT. However, because some system calls have semantics that can
change depending on the input parameters, the implementation of the interposition layer
is brittle and more complicated, which requires quite a bit of engineering effort. Thus,
VConMC employs the first approach to control the non-determinism of an SUT.

Blocking and giving control over non-deterministic events to the model checker is the
key mechanism to systematically steer the SUT to reach each state in a controlled manner.
For instance, the line of code that acquires a lock and the line of code that releases the
acquired lock guard a critical section to prevent the race condition. However, it is possible
that the code may have a concurrency bug that can lead to a deadlock depending on
the order of executions. By blocking each concurrent event and explicitly controlling the
execution order, the model checker can exhaustively and systematically explore all possible
interleaving of acquiring and releasing locks around the critical section.

Figure 2 shows an example that illustrates the scenario where 4 threads concurrently
run in parallel and, therefore, a few non-deterministic events occur. Each thread may be
running on distributed nodes and communicating through the network. There may be a
lock shared by threads running on the same node. For instance, Thread A and Thread B
compete for the lock by trying to successfully execute lock_acquire first. In addition, more
than two nodes may attempt to send messages to the common destination node at the same
time. As an example, both Thread B and Thread C are concurrently executing send_msg.
The order of each event is non-deterministic during the execution of the deployed system.
Thread A may successfully invoke lock_acquire and obtain the exclusive ownership of the
shared lock before Thread B does. However, it is also possible that Thread B successfully
acquires the shared lock before Thread A does. Moreover, Thread B may send a message
to Thread D before Thread C does, or the execution may occur in the reverse order.

lock_aquire lock_acquire

send_msg

send_msg

recv_msg

Shared Lock

Thread A Thread B

Thread C

Thread D

Network

Figure 2. An Example scenario of concurrent events occurring in a non-deterministic order. Different
colors are used to indicate the different thread’s interaction with resources such as a shared lock or
a network.

Meanwhile, Figure 3 describes how the VConMC controls concurrent events for the
aforementioned example scenario. To control the non-deterministic order of concurrent
events such as lock_acquire and send_msg, hooks are inserted and activated before the
invocation for those events so that those non-deterministic events are interposed and
blocked. Then, the model checker receives the interposed events. To gather all concurrent
events, the model checker must wait long enough for the SUT to become quiescent. At
the quiescent state, no more concurrent events will occur, and the SUT cannot make
any progress until the model checker fires off one of the interposed concurrent events.
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Subsequently, the model checker determines the order of those interposed concurrent
events and accordingly schedules the execution of those events. For example, the model
checker will receive an event that is Thread B’s attempt to invoke send_msg and another
event that is Thread C’s attempt to invoke send_msg. Suppose interposing those two
concurrent events are enough to make the SUT to reach the quiescent state. Then, the model
checker determines which one of those two events is executed first. Once the order is
determined, the model checker orchestrates interposed threads to execute concurrent events
in a determined order by letting the first event execute first and the second event follow.

Thread B

Thread C

Thread D

Network

Hook

Hook

Hooklock_acquire

send_msg

Hook
send_msg

recv_msg

Model Checking 
Server

Figure 3. Interposition of concurrent events to execute those events in a deterministic order (Thread
A is omitted for the better visibility).

3.4. Model Checkers

In this work, we employ a stateless state space exploration strategy. Implementation-
level model checkers can take either state-based or stateless approaches to explore all
possible interleaving non-deterministic events. The state-based exploration approach
requires heavy modification of the SUT and the underlying system for the model checker
to capture the state information. With a state-based search strategy, the SUT’s state can
be represented by the content in the memory. Thus, the model checker should be able to
create a checkpoint to capture that information at a moment and freely rollback to one of
the system snapshots to resume the state exploration. Meanwhile, the stateless exploration
does not need such heavy modification but only the lightweight instrumentation of the
SUT. The only changes required for the stateless search strategy are to keep track of each
interleaving of non-deterministic event that has been explored because the execution order
of non-deterministic concurrent events are used as the representation of the SUT’s state.
For the stateless search strategy, there is no need to take the snapshot of the SUT and
the underlying system to roll back to one of intermediate states during the state space
exploration. Instead, the stateless model checkers execute the sequence of non-deterministic
events to reach one of intermediate states to continue the state space exploration. Therefore,
state space exploration consists of path exploration attempts, each of which begins at the
initial state and ends at each leaf state where there is no more enabled transition.

Figure 4 describes the stateless state space exploration in VConMC which is built on
top of SAMC’s framework [24]. The state exploration consists of repeated path exploration.
Each path exploration begins at the specific initial state. Then, the model checker sees
which events are interposed and regarded as enabled transitions that can be applied to the
current state for the model checker to visit one of subsequent states. For example, at the
initial state S1 in Figure 4, there are two enabled events such as Thread A’s attempt to
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invoke lock_acquire and Thread B’s attempt to invoke lock_acquire. The model checker can
determine the order of those enabled events and pick the next event to make a transition to
the next state.

S2
S3

S4 S5

Thread A: lock_acquire

{Thread A: lock_acquire, Thread B: lock_acquire}

Thread B: lock_acquire

{Thread A: lock_acquire, Thread B: lock_acquire,
 Thread B: send_msg, Thread C: send_msg,
 Thread D: recv_msg, …}

Thread B: send_msg Thread C: send_msg

{Thread A: lock_acquire, 
 Thread B: send_msg, Thread C: send_msg, 
 Thread D: recv_msg, …}

S1

…

Si

…

∅

Figure 4. An example of stateless state space exploration. Starting at the initial state S1, each traversal
of a path allows the model checker to visit a series of states until it reaches one of leaf states, such as
Si. Each state in stateless model checking does not actually contain any in-memory snapshot of the
SUT’s state. Instead, every state in the stateless search strategy is a sequence of non-deterministic
events that essentially are transitions between states.

At each state, some transition can become disabled, while some other events are newly
enabled. For instance, at S3 in Figure 4, as Thread A succeeds with obtaining a lock, Thread
A can no longer invoke lock_acquire. So, Thread A’s attempt to invoke lock_acquire should be
disabled in subsequent states by removing it from the list of enabled transitions. On the
other hand, the model checker can newly interpose Thread B’s and Thread C’s attempts to
send messages to Thread D as well as Thread D’s attempt to receive messages. Then, those
events of Thread B, Thread C, and Thread D are newly appended to the list of enabled
transitions. However, without sending any message to Thread D, there is no message
for Thread D to receive. So, Thread D’s attempt to invoke recv_msg becomes temporarily
disabled in S3. Nevertheless, that recv_msg invocation event should not be permanently
removed from the list of enabled transitions, as Thread D’s recv_msg invocation can be
executed after Thread B or Thread C sends a message to Thread D. Indeed, once Thread
C sends a message, Thread D’s recv_msg becomes enabled in S5. When a path exploration
reaches a leaf state, there is no more enabled transition to traverse, as shown in Si. Once the
model checker reaches one of leaf states, the path exploration is complete and the model
checker restarts another path exploration run by rolling back the SUT to the initial state.
By systematically and exhaustively exploring each path, VConMC can check if there is no
consistency violation for all possible corner cases.

A model-checking server is the key component of VConMC that is responsible for
state space exploration. The model-checking server communicates with the interposition
layer. Each relevant event interposed on each node is notified to the model-checking server
via the network. As previously explained, threads whose events are interposed by hooks
are blocked until the model-checking server responds back. All concurrent events collected
by the model-checking server are converted into a list of enabled transitions for state space
exploration. Then, the model-checking server chooses one of the events from the list of
enabled transitions and responds back to the corresponding thread so that the chosen event
can be executed.

The algorithm for state space exploration is described in Algorithm 1. At a high level,
the model-checking server explores the state space by repeating path exploration runs.
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Every path exploration run searches through states by keep executing one of the enabled
transitions at each state that has not been previously traversed. Each run is exploring
a specific path traversal of the given state space. Note that the selection of transition to
execute at Step 5 is performed in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) fashion (better heuristics using
hints from the source code using program analysis may be utilized, but this is left out
as future work). Once a path exploration run finishes, client operations executed during
the path exploration run are analyzed for invariant checking. For each iteration of path
exploration runs, the state of the SUT is reset by shutting down all related processes of
the SUT and restarting them with the clean state. Additionally, it is possible to record and
replay events to bring the SUT to a specific initial state once it is reset to the clean state.

Algorithm 1 VConMC’s Stateless State Space Exploration Algorithm

1: A model-checking server initializes the state of a distributed key-value store as an SUT.
2: Starting at the initial state, the model-checking server starts up SUT’s processes on each

of the distributed nodes.
3: Each node gets blocked when concurrent events are interposed and notifies the model-

checking server about the interposed events.
4: Meanwhile, the model-checking server keeps collecting concurrent events until the

SUT becomes quiescent.
5: The model-checking server decides the next concurrent event to explore.
6: Every choice at each state is recorded to avoid repeated visits of the same next state.
7: The model-checking server directs a node to execute the chosen next concurrent event.
8: Go back to the step 3 above and repeat until there is no more next event to choose or

the depth of the path traversal exceeds the upper bound.
9: The model-checking server analyzes the history of client requests using consistency

oracles.
10: Go back to the first step above and repeat until there is no more path to explore.

At the end of each path exploration run, the invariant checker module of the model-
checking server conducts consistency invariant checking as described in Algorithm 2. The
invariant checker module interacts with the consistency oracles to conduct consistency
invariant checking for the given consistency models (Step 6 and Step 7). The invariant
checker module inspects the trace of client’s requests and responses by feeding those as
inputs into consistency oracles using Update(⟨Input⟩, ⟨CM⟩) API call, where ⟨CM⟩ is
the parameter used to select consistency guarantees composing the consistency model
(Step 7). Further details of consistency oracles’ API calls are discussed in Section 3.5. For
each read operation, the invariant checking module checks if the value seen by the read is
correct under the given specific consistency model using the Query(⟨Input⟩, ⟨CM⟩) API
call (Step 6).

Algorithm 2 VConMC’s Consistency Invariant Checking using Consistency Oracles

1: An invariant checking module of a model-checking server starts up consistency oracles.
2: Encode the consistency model, ⟨CM⟩, as the composition of consistency guarantees.
3: A client’s operation is sequentially obtained from the history of operations.
4: The invariant checking module determines whether the obtained client operation is a

read operation or a write operation.
5: Convert the client operation into the ⟨Input⟩ for the consistency oracles.
6: For the read operation, the invariant checking module invokes Query(⟨Input⟩, ⟨CM⟩)

and raises an alarm if the check detects a consistency violation.
7: The invariant checking module feeds the client operation into the consistency oracle by

using the Update(⟨Input⟩, ⟨CM⟩) API call.
8: Go back to the first step and repeat the previous steps until there is no more client

operation to check.
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3.5. Consistency Oracles

In this work, we employ consistency oracles [27] to obtain the set of valid values
to read for the given history of operations with respect to a consistency model that may
provide the composition of several consistency guarantees. For the scope of this work,
consistency violations occur if a read operation sees the value set by a write operation
that breaks a guarantee promised by the given consistency model. Therefore, to detect
consistency violations, the necessary first step is to know whether the value seen by each
read operation is valid or not, which is the very purpose of consistency oracles.

Consistency oracles provide a very simple interface: (1) Query and (2) Update. More
specifically, the interface calls are

Query(⟨Input⟩, ⟨CM⟩)

where ⟨Input⟩ is the client operation and ⟨CM⟩ is the given consistency model, and

Update(⟨Input⟩, ⟨CM⟩)

where ⟨Input⟩ is the client operation and ⟨CM⟩ is the given consistency model. When a
client operation is applied by a system-under-test, then it needs to be added to a global
history to further analyze the consistency behaviors of the system. Update is called by our
model checker to update the consistency oracles by appending the given client operation
in the consistency oracles’ internal global history. It takes a client operation as an input but
returns nothing. On the other hand, when a client operation is a read and obtains some
value from the system-under-test, the Query interface needs to be invoked to determine
whether the value read by the operation is valid or not. The Query interface will take the
read operation as an input and return the set of valid values to read. So, the consistency
invariant checking becomes as simple as a set membership test with consistency oracles.

Consistency oracles internally have multiple reference consistency modules to be able
to compute all valid values for a consistency model composed of arbitrary consistency
guarantees. The internal global history of operations in consistency oracles is shared
by each reference module to analyze and produce the set of all valid values to read for
the corresponding consistency guarantees. A query request for a given read operation
is given with a parameter specifying which consistency guarantees are supposed to be
provided by an SUT. Then, the intersection of each set of valid values produced by reference
consistency modules is obtained as the final answer of consistency oracles. Each reference
consistency module can be therefore regarded as an independent oracle for a specific
consistency guarantee. Our prototype consistency oracle employs the careful selection of
five consistency guarantees chosen from the practical consistency guarantees compiled
by Doug Terry [30], which are strong consistency (SC), monotonic reads (MRs), bounded
staleness (BS), read-my-writes (RM), and eventual consistency (EC).

The oracle maintains an append-only global log, which keeps growing as new inputs
are appended to its end. The global log, denoted by ⟨GlobalLog⟩, can be defined as follows:

⟨GlobalLog⟩ = ⟨Input1⟩ ⟨Input2⟩ . . . ⟨Inputn⟩

where ⟨Inputi⟩ for i = 1, 2, . . . , n (n ∈ N) is the representation of each operation performed
by clients. The ⟨Inputi⟩ is defined as follows:

⟨Inputi⟩ = ⟨ClientID⟩ ⟨Key⟩ ⟨OpType⟩ ⟨Value⟩ ⟨Timestamp⟩

where ⟨ClientID⟩ is the unique identifier of the client requesting an operation; ⟨Key⟩ is the
unique identifier of the data entity; ⟨OpType⟩ is the type of operation, i.e., whether it is read
or write; ⟨Value⟩ is the actual data value; and ⟨Timestamp⟩ is the time in milliseconds when
the operation is requested. Here, ⟨Timestamp⟩ can be used when time-based consistency
guarantees such as bounded staleness should be checked.
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When invoking an interface Update(⟨Input⟩, ⟨CM⟩) or Query(⟨Input⟩, ⟨CM⟩), the
second parameter ⟨CM⟩ encodes a consistency model that is the composition of arbitrary
consistency guarantees. To extend consistency oracles to support additional consistency
guarantees, corresponding reference consistency modules can be added alongside other
reference consistency modules without requiring modification to existing ones.

3.6. Consistency Invariant Checking

In this section, we present how to enable generic consistency invariant checking based
on consistency oracles for implementation-level distributed systems model checkers. By
leveraging consistency oracles, VConMC can be used for the verification of the various
consistency models of the distributed key-value store supporting cloud storage services.

Because consistency models define the ordering rule for client requests reading or
writing data from the distributed storage systems to follow, it is critical to infer the order
of client requests to check if the SUT does not infringe constraints imposed by those
consistency models. If guessing the order of requests is incorrect, consistency violations
cannot be caught. For example, suppose two concurrent PUT(X,1) and PUT(X,2) requests
are issued by clients, which are followed by a GET(X) request reading 1. Can we conclude
that the given history of operations has violated a strong consistency model where every
GET must read the latest PUT? Assuming that due to some network delay causes PUT(X,2)
applies first and then PUT(X,1) applies next, GET(X) can read 1 without violating the
constraint imposed by the strong consistency model. From the client perspective, it is not
obvious to figure out the actual order of concurrent PUT requests without support from the
server nodes.

The culprit that makes inferring the order of operations difficult is the distributed
processing of concurrent events. Once client requests are issued, those requests travel
through a network path, where involved networking and processing delays may vary
for a number of reasons: there may be different numbers of processes running on each
node on the data path, different hardware specifications and configurations for each server,
different numbers of network flows transmitting through a network cable or a router, etc.
For instance, the PUT(X,2) request may have sat in the buffer for incoming packets on
one of the routers because that router may be in the middle of handling an overwhelming
amount of network flows, while the PUT(X,1) request is handled by another router under
much lower load so that the request can be processed right away. Precise estimation of
how fast each request can be processed by a specific hop along the network path is very
challenging. Moreover, as more client applications send requests, the degree of concurrency
imposed by concurrent client requests increases, and failures may occur more frequently
during request handling, which make it more complicated to correctly infer the order
of operations.

Many distributed systems have the means to coordinate concurrent operations via
consensus protocols to enforce some partial order among those operations. For exam-
ple, Paxos [35] has been widely adapted by many real-world distributed systems [36,37].
ZooKeeper uses its own consensus protocol called ZAB, which stands for ZooKeeper
Atomic Broadcast [38]. Raft [39] has been accepted by many distributed systems from the
industry, and etcd is one example. MongoDB also employs a variant of the Raft protocol by
extending the vanilla Raft to incorporate pull-based replication [40]. The implementation
of consensus algorithms employs a logical clock to distinguish each operation reflecting
the order of operations being appended in the log. With the logical timestamp, the servers
can find out the partial-order information among concurrent operations. As an example,
ZooKeeper, the primary open-source distributed key-value system, uses zxid as a logical
timestamp to serialize each write (i.e., Put).

This work utilizes the key observation that there are distributed systems exposing the
partial-order information of operations via API by revealing a logical timestamp associated
with each client request. For instance, ZooKeeper’s API for Get and Put are getData and
setData. For the invocation of those API calls, ZooKeeper’s client stub returns the result of
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the API call along with the metadata, including ordering-related information, zxid. For
a getData process, the API call returns the zxid of the setData, from which the getData
reads its value. On the other hand, for a setData, it returns the zxid assigned to a setData.
That is, the returned zxid for a getData implies the order of that getData relative to the
setData it saw, and the returned zxid for a setData implies the order of that setData with
respect to other setData requests. Note that it is not possible to infer the total order of
every concurrent request because zxid does not distinctively determine the exact order
of the getData. Nevertheless, the zxid values returned by ZooKeeper still let us infer the
partial-order information that is enough to be used for consistency invariant checking.

Without knowing the actual order of concurrent events, it is difficult to conduct
consistency invariant checking for various consistency models. Consider the state-of-the-art
consistency fuzzer, Jepsen [8], which uses the blackbox approach for consistency invariant
checking. Suppose that such a blackbox approach for consistency invariant checking is
leveraged to test ZooKeeper. Note that ZooKeeper employs a composited consistency
model. Its consistency model provides three consistency guarantees: monotonic reads,
consistent prefix, and bounded staleness. Figure 5 illustrates the limitation of the the
aforementioned method when it checks for a monotonic reads consistency guarantee.
The figure shows what can happen when there are multiple concurrent clients writing
and reading. Initially, there are three setData requests performed by three writers, C1,
C2, and C3. As those requests are concurrent, clients would not know in which order
setData requests are applied without knowing the internal ordering-related information.
Meanwhile, each reader has its own session and issues two sequential getData requests.
Those sessions run concurrently and independently, which mean clients do not know when
getData requests are actually handled and different getData requests across sessions are
not co-related.

setData(X, 1)

setData(X, 2)

setData(X, 3)

getData(X)

2 1

getData(X)

C1:

C2:

C3:

Concurrent Operations

Session B

getData(X)

3 1

getData(X)

Session A

Independent Sessions

ZooKeeper’s 
Consistency Guarantees
Monotonic Reads
Consistent Prefix
Bounded Staleness

Figure 5. History from the client perspective without knowing the actual order of concurrent
operations. Clients C1, C2, and C3 issued setData requests, which yield concurrent operations to
apply in an arbitrary order via the ZAB protocol. Once those operations are applied, two independent
sessions are started, and clients in each session issue a couple of getData requests sequentially.
In Session A, the first and second getData invocations read the value of X that are 3 and 1, respectively.
On the other hand, in Session B, the value 2 and 1 are read for the first and second getData for the
key X, respectively. ZooKeeper’s consistency guarantees are specified to involve monotonic reads,
consistent prefix, and bounded staleness.

How can one tell if each getData request does not violate monotonic reads, one of
ZooKeeper’s consistency guarantees? The traditional approach like the one used by Jepsen
simply performs the exhaustive search through all possible interleaving of concurrent
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events. If at least one of those permutations does not violate the given consistency model,
it concludes that there was no consistency violation that occurred under the given scenario.

The fundamental problem of having difficulties in consistency invariant checking
without knowing the exact ordering information about concurrent operations is that there
can be too many possible interleaving scenarios. Figure 6 shows the illustration of applying
such an approach to the same scenario depicted by Figure 5. With three concurrent
writes, there are 6 possible permutation scenarios. Only when we find the permutation
scenario that satisfies the given consistency guarantee can we conclude that there has
been no consistency violation. For example, the fourth and sixth permutations in the
Figure 6 make sense under the monotonic reads consistency model for both sessions. Thus,
after either the fourth or the sixth permutation is checked, we can ensure that the given
session histories have not involved any consistency violations. Although the illustrated
example with 6 permutation scenarios seems manageable, it is not difficult to see that
the number of possible permutation scenarios can exponentially grow as the number of
concurrent requests increases. If there were 10 concurrent write operations, then there
would have been 3,628,800 possible permutation scenarios! In addition, as failures may
occur anytime, the number of permutations to check can quickly become overwhelming.
The conventional consistency invariant checking approach may not complete within the
reasonable duration due to the computational cost depending on the number of client
requests and failure injection.

setData
(X, 2)

setData
(X, 3)

setData
(X, 1)

setData
(X, 3)

setData
(X, 2)

setData
(X, 1)

setData
(X, 1)

setData
(X, 3)

setData
(X, 2)

setData
(X, 3)

setData
(X, 1)

setData
(X, 2)

setData
(X, 1)

setData
(X, 2)

setData
(X, 3)

setData
(X, 2)

setData
(X, 1)

setData
(X, 3)

getData(X)

3 1
getData(X)

Session 
A

getData(X)

2 1
getData(X)

Session 
B

Possible Permutations

Figure 6. All possible permutations of concurrent operations without knowing the actual order
of concurrent operations. Under each scenario, the given history of operations from the client
perspective may be determined to be correct or incorrect with respect to monotonic reads, which is
one of ZooKeeper’s consistency guarantees.

If the partial-order information was provided via API, the consistency invariant
checking would not have suffered from the aforementioned problem. For instance, partial-
order information reflected in the zxid allows us to directly infer the possible permutation
that conforms to the actual order without the exhaustive search. Figure 7 shows that zxid
was returned by each setData and getData. The actual order of concurrent operations
that are revealed by the zxid values is as follows: setData(X,3), setData(X,1) and then
setData(X,2). Session A shows that the first getData reads 3 written by the setData of
zxid 1004 and the second getData reads 1 written by the setData of zxid 1005. Thus, each
getData does not read the stale value and, therefore, the observed history conforms to
the given consistency guarantee, monotonic reads. Meanwhile, Session B shows that the
first getData reads 2 written by the setData of zxid 2001, but the second getData reads 1
written by the setData of zxid 1005. Hence, Session B’s history is showing the consistency
violation for the given consistency model, monotonic reads.
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getData(X)

3, zxid=1004 1, zxid=1005

getData(X)

Concurrent Operations

zxid=1005

zxid=2001

zxid=1004 setData(X, 1) setData(X, 2)setData(X, 3)

Session A

setData(X, 1)

setData(X, 2)

setData(X, 3)
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C2:
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Figure 7. History from the client perspective when knowing the order of concurrent operations
allows us to correctly determine consistency guarantees. Logical timestamp values, which are zxid
values, are shown in the figure for each ZooKeeper API request. Also, each session is marked with
either valid or not valid using green check marks and red cross marks, respectively. Session A is
permitted under the monotonic reads consistency model, while Session B is the violation of that
consistency model.

To conduct the consistency invariant checking for a session guarantee such as a
monotonic reads consistency guarantee, we need to construct the history of operation
for each session in a way that the order of operations should honor the partial-order
information revealed via API. For example, in ZooKeeper, zxid is returned for each getData
and setData, and it can be used to construct the history of operation without violating any
partial order determined by zxid. In ZooKeeper, zxid determines the partial order for every
setData, while it does not say anything about each getData. Meanwhile, within a session,
each getData is issued sequentially, which gives us another set of partial-order information
to keep. Therefore, we construct the history of operation for each session in the following
steps: (1) During the model-checking process, setData requests should be recorded along
with their zxid, request, and response time; (2) During the model-checking process, getData
requests of each specific session should be recorded along with their request and response
time; (3) For each session, the session’s history of operation should be constructed by
appending setData in a way that the order determined by zxid is maintained; (4) For
each getData of the session, insert it into the position where all previous setData requests
have the response time earlier than its request time and all previous getData requests are
those ones issued before it within the same session. The output of the procedure above
is the history of operation that can be fed into the consistency oracles. Here, the required
assumption is that each write should write a unique value.

3.7. Implementation

A prototype system is built and employed to find bugs in a real-world key-value
store system. We implemented consistency oracle as 0.4K lines of code in Java. It embeds
five read-consistency guarantees such as eventual consistency, monotonic reads, bounded
staleness, strong consistency, and read-my-write. We currently do not support the consistent
prefix guarantee as only the systems that update data entirely are considered. On the other
hand, model checker was also implemented in Java by modifying SAMC. The verifier
component using our consistency oracle was newly added. In total, we introduced 1.1K
lines of new code on top of SAMC’s.
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SAMC’s design can be broken into three components: (1) an interposition layer; (2) a
model-checking server; and (3) a test generator. VConMC modified SAMC in all three
components to customize it for consistency verification. First, the interposition layer is
where the system-under-test is instrumented with hooks, which interpose non-deterministic
events and send to the model-checking server. The SAMC source code is implemented to
verify ZooKeeper’s leader election protocol. Also, SAMC’s hooks only interpose the net-
work communication operations like sending and receiving. VConMC focuses on exploring
crash failure recovery mechanisms after leader election is finished. Thus, VConMC adds
the hooks in the deeper part of the code to interpose on two additional operation types:
(1) operations taking a snapshot (namely, takeSnapshot()); and (2) operations synchronizing
with the leader (namely, syncWithLeader()). Second, for adding a couple of operation
types, the model-checking server is modified to support those during its stateless search
process. Third, the test generator of the original SAMC has been modified to record the
trace of client API calls, which is used to perform consistency invariant checking against
consistency oracles. SAMC does not have the component specific to check for consistency
models, so the test generator is enhanced with the new verifier component for consistency
invariant checking, and the new verifier component performs a series of reads after the
workload generation has been finished and then runs consistency invariant checking.

4. Results

Using the aforementioned consistency invariant checking methodology along with our
model checking tool, we found that our tool can detect violations of monotonic reads con-
sistency guarantee, which are caused by several known bugs in the real-world distributed
key-value store system, ZooKeeper. For all bugs, our consistency invariant checking does
not require an exhaustive search for every possible interleaving of concurrent events.

We analyzed bugs which were previously reported in the ZooKeeper’s bug database,
which are ZooKeeper-1154, ZooKeeper-1319, and ZooKeeper-1549. The summary of the
bugs we found is given in Table 1. As bugs are all labeled as either “Blocker” or “Major”
in terms of the priority for fixing bugs, the bugs are all serious and critical ones. The
duration taken to fix bugs varied from 3 days to unresolved for the last decade. For the
latter, developers gave up fixing bugs and instead decided to move onto the newer version
while deprecating the usage of the old versions. Symptoms were all related to data integrity.
Data get lost or some corrupted data remain in the data store. Thus, it is expected that
any applications operate based on these data may result in incorrect behavior, which may
cause serious impacts. The root causes were mostly due to programmers’ mistakes in
implementing complex synchronization protocols. The synchronization protocol’s bugs
were usually manifested during the failure recovery. We believe such an error is common
because it is very difficult to find out all corner cases in advance to testing. Consequently,
we think the model checking approaches will be very effective tools for finding consistency-
violating bugs.

Table 1. Summary of bugs that VConMC found.

Bug ID Severity Duration Symptoms Root Cause

1154 Blocker 21 days Data Loss Resync Errors
1319 Blocker 3 days Data Loss Replication Errors
1549 Major Unresolved Corrupted Data Truncation Errors

These bugs are all labelled as serious bugs as they are regarded to have either “Blocker” or “Major” severity.
All bugs that we found result in data integrity violations, either losing data or having corrupted data. Also,
the root causes were in the synchronization mechanisms where resync, replication, or truncation should have
correctly happened.

ZooKeeper-1154 is the bug that manifests when a node that has seen the highest
“zxid”, the transaction ID in ZooKeeper’s parlance, is not present during the leader election
during which a new leader gets elected. Then, the node that has seen the highest zxid that
the new leader has not seen may join again later. The joining node does not receive any
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truncation request for the zxid that the new leader has not seen. Thus, only the joining
node will return the data applied with the zxid, which has not been seen by the new leader,
while the new leader does not hold that data. The reproduction step involves a cluster
of three server nodes. Subsequently, the following steps are needed: (1) create one entry,
(2) async write to one node A but not to the other two nodes B and C, (3) stop A, B, and
C (4) restart B and C, (5) B and C form the quorum and B becomes a new leader, and
(6) restart A and let it apply the async write to the data tree and join the quorum. By issuing
read operations for each key on every replica, we can detect the violation of consistency
guarantees. We verified the bug resulting in the violation of not only monotonic reads but
also eventual consistency guarantees. To detect the violation of monotonic reads, we ensure
issuing read operations for each key on every replica and perform one more read operation
checking if all clients read the version of values that are monotonically increasing. As a
result, by reading the data that are more stale then the data returned by the previous read,
it can detect the violation of monotonic read consistency guarantee.

ZooKeeper-1319 is a regression bug introduced by one patch, which results into a
leader sending empty diff to followers during the addition of new members into the cluster.
Consequently, one can read the data on the leader but not on the followers as the view
becomes inconsistent between different replicas. Regression was introduced into one of
the methods that is supposed to correctly set the variable “lastProposed”, which is the
transaction number for the last operation proposed to be applied. The proposed operation
must be replicated to new members, but due to the incorrectly set value for the variable,
those operations that are only applied on the leader are replicated to new members. The
bug could be reproduced by the following steps: (1) start up one server cluster, (2) create
some records, (3) shut it down, and (4) start up two server clusters including the first server
with its existing data. The verification found the violation even for the eventual consistency
guarantee as the read attempt from the second server will return no valid value at all.

ZooKeeper-1549 is the bug where several crash-reboots causes the older primary
to contain data that are supposed to be discarded in its dirty snapshot, leading to an
inconsistent in-memory data tree. The source of the bug was in the incorrect implementation
of recovery logic, resulting in the production of the dirty snapshot containing the data
that are supposed to be discarded during the crash failure recovery. The summarized
bug-reproducing step for ZooKeeper-1549 is as follows: (1) write to a key on the leader
only, (2) crash all, (3) reboot the old leader and one of the followers, (4) crash all again
before sync, at which point the dirty snapshot is produced by the old leader, (5) start two
followers and have them write to another key, and (6) start the old leader as a follower this
time. Now, even after syncing with the new leader, the old leader still loads the in-memory
data tree from the dirty snapshot. Therefore, it leads to inconsistent values, which can be
detected via consistency invariant checking for monotonic reads.

As a running example, the following gives more detailed bug reproduction steps for
ZooKeeper-1549:

1. Initially, three nodes start and one becomes leader while the other two become fol-
lowers. Also, all three nodes have the same two key-value pairs after executing
create(“k1”, “k1v0”) and create(“k2”, “k2v0”).

2. Crash Node B
3. Crash Node C
4. Client invokes an API call setData(“k1”, “k1v1”)
5. Node A executes the setData(“k1”, “k1v1”)
6. Crash Node A
7. Start Node A
8. Start Node B
9. Start Node C
10. Node A executes takeSnapshot()
11. Crash Node B
12. Crash Node C
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13. Crash Node A
14. Start Node B
15. Start Node C
16. Node B executes takeSnapshot()
17. Node C executes syncWithLeader()
18. Client invokes an API call setData(“k2”, “k2v1”)
19. Node B executes commit()
20. Node C executes commit()
21. Start Node A
22. Node A syncWithLeader()

At Step 1, the values of keys “k1” and “k2” are set to “k1v0” and “k2v0”, respectively.
Steps 2 to 5 crash follower nodes and have only the leader A update the key “k1” to have a
value, say “k1v1”. Then, crash the leader as well at Step 6. Steps 7 to 9 restart all nodes,
including the old leader and two old followers. Steps 10 to 13 have the old leader A take a
snapshot, which includes the key “k1” with the value “k1v1” but crashes all nodes before
nodes become synchronized. Now, only the old leader A has the key “k1” of value “k1v1”,
while the other two old followers’ value of the key “k1” are “k1v0”. Steps 14 to 17 start
the old followers, and one of them becomes a new leader; suppose Node B becomes the
new leader, and have Node B and C synchronize. Steps 18 to 20 write the value “k2v1” to
the key “k2”. Finally, Steps 21 and 22 start A as a follower and synchronize with the new
leader Node B. The bug manifests because the synchronization procedure only replicates
the update to the key “k2” but does not rollback the update performed to the key “k1” at
Step 5. As a result, Node A has the value “k1v1” for the key “k1” and the value “k2v1” for
the key “k2”. However, Node B and C have the value “k1v0” for the key “k1” and the value
“k2v1” for the key “k2”. The verifier reads “k1v1” as the value of the key “k1” on Node
A; later, it then reads “k1v0” as the value of the key “k1” on Node B. Note that the value
“k1v1” is more recent than the value “k1v0” for the key “k1”. Thus, it causes the violation of
monotonic reads consistency guarantees, which the verifier can detect after conducting the
consistency invariant checking procedure in the same way as ZooKeeper-1154’s scenario
described above.

Discussion

ZooKeeper offers logical clock timestamps called zxid, and this work demonstrates that
leveraging it is possible. All bugs found and summarized previously are detected by using
zxid to determine the order of concurrent setData, and the consistency invariant checking
used does not involve an exhaustive search through all possible interleaving. Consequently,
it shows that if the target system exposes the internal ordering-related information, we
can avoid the expensive exhaustive search for consistency invariant checking. However,
we have not checked for two other consistency guarantees of ZooKeeper. The consistent
prefix for ZooKeeper is not suitable to check separately as ZooKeeper’s write entirely
replaces each data item. Timing-based approaches may have been checked if ZooKeeper
had provided some metadata revealing the timing of handling each request.

Furthermore, this work also shows that there are some distributed key-value stores
providing useful partial-order information to clients by replying the result along with
the metadata that is actually used to internally order concurrent operations. It is well
known that many systems already employ means to coordinate concurrent updates such
as Lamport clock, vector clock, etc. [41–44]. We believe the API of various distributed
key-value store systems can be extended to reveal some of the internal metadata related to
the order of operations not only for consistency invariant checking but also for real-time
auditing purposes.

Failure injection does not increase the severity of the state explosion issue, because our
consistency invariant checking only consider requests that complete with a response from
the system. More specifically, without receiving the response for some request, we do
not have zxid for the corresponding request and do not add that request to the history of
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operation. This is a beneficial side effect of utilizing the partial-order information revealed
via API—it indirectly filters out failed operations from consistency invariant checking.

Consistency oracles should be used with the several assumptions. First, every write
operation should use non-repeated values. If write operations are allowed to repeatedly
write the same value, finding the write operation from which the given read operation
obtains the value will become computationally very inefficient due to too many possible
matching pairs of read and write operations. Our approach is to encode data along
with a unique ID for each operation. For example, the combination of a client ID and a
monotonically increasing sequence number of each client can form a unique ID for each
write operation. Second, consistency oracles also require the exact order of each operation.
For the systems that do not reveal the internal ordering of operations, they cannot be
directly integrated with consistency oracles. Third, consistency oracles currently support
only those systems that entirely overwrite a data item for each write. Consistency prefix
in this setting is equivalent to eventual consistency. Supporting the consistency invariant
checking of the consistent prefix for systems that may partially update data is left as
future work.

Note that there is still more work to perform to fully understand the potential of using
partial-order information obtained via API. We have not yet comprehensively inspected
other systems and consistency guarantees, except for monotonic reads in ZooKeeper. In
addition, it will be useful to find an automated way to extend the API to expose useful
partial-order information used internally.

Also, one limitation of this work is that it focuses on a system that does not support
transactions containing multiple operations. Thus, it is left as future work to extend
the proposed methodology to transactional systems where multiple reads or writes can
be contained and executed. Another limitation to point out is that this work has put
emphasis on integrating consistency invariant checking based on consistency oracles with
implementation-level model checking. Therefore, it has not explored how to manifest
previously unknown consistency bugs more effectively by improving the underlying
implementation-level model checker. Exploring the utilization of various coverage-based
testing approaches or advanced program analysis techniques as the heuristics for more
effective state space exploration strategies remains as future work.

Note that non-deterministic behaviors are relatively controlled in this work. So, the
non-deterministic behaviors of the system-under-test may be observed sometimes, even if
careful instrumentation is performed to tightly control them. One notable way in which
such non-deterministic behaviors occur is that sometimes some concurrent event that was
seen in the previous visit of a certain state may not happen again in the next visit to the same
state for another path exploration. This is highly likely because some of the causal events
did not happen at the correct timing due to the incomplete control. Also, it is possible that
some causal event may not occur within the timeout period set by our synchronous event
hooking method. In such a case, our path exploration will check if the current state has
been visited last time. If so, it also checks if the list of concurrent events collected for the
previous visit of the state is same as the list of concurrent events collected for the current
visit. Otherwise, VConMC stops path exploration and retries. If the retry still fails, then
VConMC gives up after recording the trace and the result of the failed path exploration
so that the developer can inspect the source code more closely and add more controls or
adjust the timeout period.

5. Related Work
5.1. Distributed Systems Model Checking

Implementation-level model checking has been applied to find bugs in distributed
systems. Previous proposals for implementation-level distributed systems model checking
mostly focus on seeking out the violation of protocol-specific safety properties [18–22].
Those previous proposals can detect deadlock and protocol-specific, implementation-
specific, or language-specific errors. However, the limitation of those proposals was the
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lack of smart state space reduction or abstraction techniques. Researchers quickly noticed
this limitation and explored various smart approaches to significantly reduce the size of the
state space to search through [23–25]. However, those proposals do not consider how to
detect consistency violations of the distributed systems. CrystalBall checks for inconsistency
in distributed systems [45]. However, its definition of being consistent and inconsistent
is different from data consistency, as it says the system is inconsistent if there is no global
tree topology that satisfies every node’s local view. Due to such a restrictive definition
about consistency, it is not generic and cannot be applied to find data consistency violations.
More recently, researchers have developed a formal verification methodology and tool that
can generate an implementation along with an abstract model for model checking [16]. The
technique allows developers to specify their distributed systems implementation as an
abstract model using formal language. Then, the PGo compiler toolchain will generate both
the executable and the specification to model check. Nevertheless, PGo cannot be applied
to verify the existing implementation of consistency models. Also, there is another line of
verification effort for distributed systems by using symbolic execution supported by the
language runtime and underlying framework, as performed in Serval [46]. Nevertheless,
none of previously proposed implementation-level model checkers can detect the violation
of a relaxed consistency model.

5.2. Distributed Systems Testing

There have been many research ideas proposing novel testing techniques to effectively
find concurrency bugs in distributed systems. Fault-injection techniques such as crash
injections or network-partition injection have been explored extensively [47–49]. However,
those proposals focus on finding out fault injection timing by analyzing the source code
and do not support invariant checking for various data consistency models. Thread
interleaving is usually the root cause of the source and therefore deterministically exploring
the order of thread execution allows developers to reliably reproduce concurrency bugs.
FlakeRepro proposes the technique combining static and dynamic analysis to automatically
add such a capability to the existing implementation of distributed systems [50]. Another
work attempts to explore the sequence of non-deterministic events systematically and
extensively, which has been applied for modern cluster managers [51]. However, those
proposals do not look for data consistency violations caused by concurrency bugs. Instead
of using systematic testing, GFuzz proposes employing a fuzzing technique that has been
developed instead of using the deterministic ordering of concurrent events [9]. Also,
researchers explored a random testing technique by randomly sampling partial order to
more accurately pinpoint the sequence of event execution that is more likely to cause
errors [52]. Nevertheless, none of the previous proposals on distributed systems testing
offer a deterministic means to verify consistency model implementation.

5.3. Consistency Checking

Benchmarking the consistency model implementation has been explored previously
by researchers [53–56]. Also, the consistency model’s boundness has been probablistically
analyzed via the modeling and analytical measurement technique [57]. Various consistency
model verification techniques are developed based on the dependency-graph analysis
looking for cycles in the directed graph of read and write operations [58–61]. Techniques to
monitor the consistency behavior of an untrusted cloud are developed where an untrusted
storage provider may be compromised so that it violates consistency guarantees [62–64].
FoundationDB developers have implemented a deterministic simulation mode to find
bugs that are caused by non-deterministic events by using actor models and a simulated
source of a non-deterministic event [65]. Because consistency-checking algorithms ad-
ditionally require the overhead for analysis, researchers explored a technique to apply
verifiable computation to check the correctness of serializability [66]. Instead of developing
a consistency-checking algorithm as an arbitrary invariant checker, differential testing has
been employed [67]. Viper has been developed to check for snapshot isolation by checking
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for a polygraph-based transaction dependency [68]. Nonetheless, those previous proposals
only include the consistency-checking mechanism but do not have ability to drive the
system to the corner case. Moreover, consistency models that those existing techniques can
check for are limited to a few models statically embedded in the checking algorithm.

5.4. Blockchain Databases

Recently, blockchains have gained a lot of attention to be used as a trusted distributed
key-value store on top of peer-to-peer networks, even in the presence of a malicious
participant [69–72]. Blockchain databases are designed to have the majority of participants
agree on a single global history, that is, the chain of blocks containing transactions, via
consensus. Therefore, those systems only offering serializability and relaxed consistency
are not an issue. Nonetheless, it may be worthwhile to explore if there are any bugs in
blockchain implementation that cause the violation of serializability by using the proposed
method in the future.

6. Conclusions

Consistency verification has been actively and extensively explored recently. Con-
sistency bugs are caused by concurrency and non-deterministic events occurring in a
distributed system. Model checking is the useful verification and bug-finding tool that can
systematically and exhaustively explore various corner cases. Nevertheless, there has been
no previous proposal that employs model checking specifically to support the capability
of finding software and design flaws causing consistency violations. As a result, offering
consistency invariant checking for the model checking of distributed systems has not been
explored previously. In this work, consistency oracles have been integrated with concrete
model checking, and we verified several consistency bugs in a widely deployed distributed
system such as ZooKeeper. The key enabler is leveraging partial-order exposing API for
consistency invariant checking. Based on the current trend of adapting the distributed
key-value store for various cloud services, the usage of model checking to find bugs vio-
lating consistency guarantees will be increasingly demanded by cloud service providers.
Therefore, we believe consistency invariant checking using consistency oracles is going to
be an important key technique for implementing reliable cloud services.
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